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What to do when your current life is not going your way.
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Step into your own Genius
When our current reality, or current moment is not fun, we wish we had a magic wand to change things.
You know, like those times when you literally feel like you want to throw up and stay in bed because your
life is hell.
The problem here is not actually the problem.
There is a crucial di erence between a person who overcomes great adversity when life is shit and a
person who goes on su ering and ultimately crumbles.
I found myself feeling super-resentful about a part of my life and the way it was playing out for me. It was
draining so much energy out of me that I became physically ill.
I literally had a forehead-slapping moment when I realised that working long hours was entirely my own
choice. Also I realised I was working hard for the wrong reasons. I wanted recognition and praise instead
of working for my own satisfaction.
This is what I did next:
I made peace with my current reality and committed to stop complaining about it.
I was able to come up with an actual practical strategy and actionable steps to take in my life to change
things for the better.
In other words, once you accept you are responsible for your life, it allows you to choose the most
empowered response to move forward with.
There’s one thing this world needs right now. The world needs more empowered women who know how
to take charge of their thoughts to create a better life for themselves , to lead themselves better and the
people around them.
I’ll share some practical insights below that will help you elevate your momentum and inspirational re.
Every moment of the day you make choices. Your choices. You can decide to be your own person.
Here is your fresh opportunity to make the self-optimizations and personal iterations to get you back on
track, shatter past limits and lead the professional and private life we both know you deserve. And have
the natural power in you to create.
We are all constructed to be victorious, in our own authentic way. Yet, if you’re not doing the things you
need to do to experience your wins, how can you possibly win?
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Step into your own Genius

#1. Your Stop Doing List
So many among us do lists of resolutions and charts of goals. My suggestion to you is that, even more
importantly, do a list of things you will no longer participate in: A Stop Doing List.
Strip out all the bad habits, time wasters and unhealthy pursuits you’ve allowed into your personal
universe and you’re left with a gorgeous life rich with creativity, productivity and contributions to
humanity.

Ideas for your Stop Doing List include:

--stop making excuses for what’s not working in your life. You created the situation and you can create
your way out of it. Be not a victim in coming months.
--stop spending your brilliance and highest potential playing games on your phone.
--stop complaining and reset your focus on all your blessings, gifts and opportunities.
--stop watching the news and replace that time reading a helpful book for 60 minutes each day.
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#2. Script a Hero Book

Then, ll the journal with your life script declaring, in as much detail as possible, how you wish coming
months to unfold.
1. Personal mastery
2. Health and vitality
3. Family and friendships
4. Craft and career
5. Prosperity and nancial freedom
6. Adventure and a wonderful lifestyle
7. Your peer circle and associations
8. Your contribution and legacy
...Vague plans deliver vague results.
...So get this exercise done quickly so you hardwire in some serious clarity, conviction and passion to start
2019 like the genius you’re meant to become.

#3. The Healing Power of Forgiveness
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Step into your own Genius
Few things drain your re and destroy your gifts than carrying around people who have hurt you on your
back. Here’s a precious skill for leading a legendary life: learn to let go. Sounds so very basic and easy to
execute yet it’s not. But learning to let go of those who caused you grief and releasing the experiences that
no longer serve your rise to create an amazing life is super important.
There is no magic formula for forgiveness. It is personal and di erent for everyone. Forgiveness is letting
go of the past. Without forgiveness, anger and resentment fester.
Think of Batman and the Count of Monte Christo. Both characters can't forgive. Their thirst for revenge
becomes their own companion. They are lonely.
Instead of "forgive and forget" what about "forgive and move forward"?
Learning to forgive.
1. Identify what the problem is
2. Work on relaxation techniques
3. Challenge your own responses
4. Change your thoughts from negative to positive..
Have you forgiven someone recently? How did you feel?

#4. Top your energy up
Energy. Stamina. Peak health.
You CAN make changes. The question really is WILL you?
...Will you de-install limiting beliefs?
...Will you let go of the people who irritate, frustrate and exhaust you?
...Will you commit to some brave goals and audacious ambitions?
...Will you stop making excuses so you start the generation of remarkable results?
I truly do think you have a genius within you.
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Enhance your Productivity

Have you ever had one of those days where you felt incredible, accomplished a lot, and even nished at a
reasonable hour in the evening?
Why doesn’t that happen every day? What gets in the way? If you can get more done (while you have fun)
you WIN every day! In simple terms, people who “command” their days also design their life. People who
let time and opportunity slip by, watch others experience more of what life has to o er.

Have a productive day EVERY DAY:
It starts the night before.
1. Prior to going to bed, write down your successes of the day
2. Write down your list of things you are grateful for
3. Write down your top 3 objectives for the next day.
Now your mind can rest while you sleep. Go to bed earlier, so you can get up earlier to start your
productive day.
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Enhance your Productivity
Your goal is to get more accomplished in the rst 3 hours of the
day than 99% of the people do in a full day.

#1. Start your day with a large glass of water

to hydrate your brain, so it will function better.

#2. Have a morning ritual to gain clarity, excite your brain and body
Have a sense of accomplishment right from the beginning. Your morning ritual can include any/all of
the following: Exercise, meditation, reading, a walk or other mind and body clarifying/stimulating
activities.
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Enhance your Productivity
#3. Everyone has different needs when it comes to food and liquids
for breakfast.
Experiment to learn what works best for you. Experiment with eating before and after your morning
rituals as well. Endless studies show that ca eine helps improve productivity and memory retention.

#4. Work in 90-minute blocks.
Then take a 5-minute break. On this break, drink water and do a breathing exercise.

#5. Stay in ow.
Throughout your day, you should periodically ask yourself….. am I in ow?”

Automate or Outsource whatever it is that brings you the opposite of ow. Only do what makes you happy
and serves your greatest purpose.
Everything else needs to go!
Of course, there is more you can do. Yet, simply following the above guidelines will dramatically increase
your daily productivity. Over the course of a month, your results will be ampli ed and obvious.
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7 Tips for Female Leaders

#1. Find Your Con dence
Speak with con dence and make decisive choices. Don’t work so hard at pleasing others that you let them
walk all over you.

While most will give you the respect you deserve, some will not. Have a plan in mind of how you’ll handle
that.
As a leader, you may have to make tough decisions, give out warnings, write people up and even
employees.

re

Lean on other women in your industry to help you overcome situations that challenge your con dence.
As Sabrina Parsons, a CEO in the tech world, wrote in response to a Google employee’s infamous memo
last year, “We don’t have to be men to succeed, nor do we have to bow out because we are women.”
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7 Tips for Female Leaders

#2. People First

Female leaders should aim to accomplish goals by transforming their teams into better people.

Be a role model who inspires others
Invest a lot of time in coaching team members and care about their personal development.
Spend more time engaging with team members on a personal level.
Look for ways to inspire others

Neuroscientists have discovered that women have higher oxytocin levels than men. Oxytocin is
nicknamed the “cuddle hormone” because it makes you feel connected to people
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7 Tips for Female Leaders

# 3. Use your Feminine Essence

This is why women, more so than men, view leadership as an opportunity to grow their subordinates as
individuals instead of just giving directions to reach goals.
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7 Tips for Female Leaders

#4: Be the opposite of a Bitch
Women are taught that when they speak up and take charge, they are bossy, but boys are called leaders
for behaving in the exact same ways. This phenomenon plays a huge role in why women are signi cantly
less likely to pursue leadership opportunities than men.

Banish “bossy” from your vocabulary.
Trust others and stop the control
Banish “bossy” from your vocabulary.
Go with the ow and let go of commanding
Let others shine
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7 Tips for Female Leaders

#5: Task to Talent
Assigning people tasks according to their strengths and talent rather than delegating work based on time
or workload,
Learn what each member of your team is naturally good at and enjoys and give them as much work as
possible that ts that.
Let people do the Talent Pro le Test to nd out what brings someone in ow and what is their natural
talent. It will help you to lead and coach better.

#6: Be Transparent

Women are naturally inclined to verbally communicate. This is the key to success. When your team feels
comfortable being transparent with you, you’re less likely to have to deal with major problems because
they feel safe coming to you for help the moment issues start to arise.
Remind your team why their work matters.
Find something that makes each and every one of your team member’s work meaningful.
Your goal should be to make them feel as though they are doing something greater than working for a
money.

As women, we have a tremendous opportunity to be
incredible leaders.

All we have to do is leverage our natural female strenghts and
put them into action.
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Be guided by your Intuition
your Soul

#7. Be guided by your Intuition, your Soul.
When we meditate, we begin to rise our vibration and frequency. We are able to access wisdom and
guidance from our true Self, our Higher Self and even from Higher Dimensions

“We arrive into this world as energy, same as stars, wildlife, wind and
ocean. Messy, raw and continuously perfect in our chaos. Release the
need to control and instead surrender to your own natural rhythm, as
expansive, accepting and open to new circumstances and situations as air
itself. That is how you’ll thrive.”
--Victoria Erickson-Our down to earth consciousness is characterized by "right and wrong"decisions. We mull over life
worrying that we will make a bad choice or try to determine the best choice, but these judgments soon
begin to disappear when we meditate and connect with our true Self.

You may have heard the term "surrender of personal will", which just means that as we come into better
alignment with higher wisdom we stop questioning ourselves or the universe and start to resonate with
our destiny
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